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Welcome 
 

 

Our law firm was created in 2007 in a spirit of innovation and with the desire to 

implement a distinctly modern approach to the practice of law. 

 

Lexial’s innovative geographical footprint allows the firm to serve clients, from offices 

in Brussels, Paris and Geneva, facing European and international legal issues.  

 

The firm focuses on a limited number of areas of expertise law. In addition to the 

small selection of traditional legal services offered (criminal, political, business and 

employment law), the firm’s unique approach has resulted in a narrow focus on 

international and European business immigration law, which can not be a 

“program”, neither an industry in countries where we work. Business immigration 

is an Art. 

 

The firm possesses proven expertise in the area of international mobility, expats 

issues and professional immigration, and can advise clients on specific matters 

including work permit, professional card (including company incorporation), 

citizenship and residence permit in Belgium, France and Switzerland.  

 

Lexial was awarded in 2015 by The professional Network Sector, HG 

Global Legal Ressources, Global Law Experts, Martindale-

Hubell and Immigration Law Experts. 
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OVERVIEW1 

 

Belgium is an attractive country for non-EU citizens who wish to establish their business 

and/or family in the European Union. Centrally located, Brussels is the “capital” of the 

EU and home to NATO headquarters. As a result, the city and the country are truly 

multicultural. With an excellent infrastructure and high quality of life, Belgium is also 

tax-friendly to people who know how it works… 

Obtaining Belgian citizenship generally requires residency in the country for a certain 

period of time. 

Residency has a specific meaning under Belgian law: you must be registered at city hall. 

This registration will allow you to hold a residence permit, generally after only one 

police control at the very beginning of your stay (the police will only check your 

presence). 

However, in principle, for non EU-citizens to obtain residency, they must be able to 

prove to the Belgian authorities that they have sufficient financial resources for this 

purpose2. 

Financial resources essentially derive from three different situations: 

 Either you plan to work as a self-employed person, preferably within the 

framework of a company: you will request a professional card (1). This is the 

most common form of business immigration in Belgium, as you do not depend on 

finding a job or not;  

 

 Or you find a job before entering Belgian territory: you and your employer will 

have to request a work permit and an authorization to hire (2); a special section 

deals with European Blue card. 

These processes are summarized below. They are, of course, intended for residency 

purposes – residency for you and your family is granted almost automatically when you 

obtain one of the above visas, see (3). Nevertheless, as a number of non EU-citizens are 

also interested in Belgian citizenship (4), notably for business-travel purposes, we will 

address this topic in the last part of this memo. 

Finally, we will also take a quick look at tax issues (5). 

  

                                                           
1 See also Appendix 1 
2 This memorandum does not address immigration cases outside the scope of immigration for business purposes, although some 

legal systems offer interesting alternative solutions for dealing with time-related issues during business immigration processes, 

such as legal cohabitation, student visas, etc. 
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1. Professional card 

1.1. Overview 

The professional card is an authorization requested if you wish to conduct self-

employed professional activity within the Belgian territory, as a physical person or the 

legal representative, manager, active shareholder of a company, in the following cases: 

 you are not a citizen of a Member State of the European Economic Area (EU 

Member States plus Iceland, Norway and Liechtenstein) or Switzerland; or 

 you have not been exempted from the requirement to obtain a permit for other 

reasons. 

Individuals who obtain this card will almost automatically be able to obtain a long-stay 

visa to become residents. The standard timeframe is about four / five months, although 

the current trend can be longer. 

The main criteria is the economic interest of your project for the Belgian market, which 

is assessed in terms of economic utility, i.e. response to economic need, job creation, 

investment, useful economic impact on businesses located in Belgium, export or 

innovative activity or specialization. Your project may also be assessed in terms of its 

social, cultural, artistic or athletic interest. 

1.2. Process: our new program in 2015 arising from new rules according to the 6th 

Reform of Belgian State 

As from January 1st, 2015, the competent authority to deal with professional cards is no 

longer the Federal Ministry of Economy, but the Regional Ministry of Economy and 

Employment. As a result, the first strategic decision to make is the place where the head 

office of your company will be set (Brussels, Wallonia or Flanders Region); we help 

you to decide on this depending on your situation and on your file. 

This step implies, notably and as far as your interests are concerned, that Regional 

Authorities are now the “jurisdiction” entitled to analyze your file, instead of the Federal 

Government (SAE) as it was the case until December 2014. 

Our practice leads also to draw the following consequences and conclusions, which 

were raised from last “found attitudes” of some Regional Authorities (as a reminder, 

there are 3 Regions in Belgium: Brussels (bilingual, pink below), Flanders (Flemish-

speaking, red below) and Wallonia (French speaking – German speaking for a small 

part, yellow below). 
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Wallonia seems clearly to be the more flexible and “eager” to welcome foreign 

investors, under condition of participating to decrease unemployment. Moreover, 

regarding this condition, Wallonia is willing to help very small companies to hire 

additional employees by establishing a bonus (€ 5,000 for a first job; € 3,250 for each 

additional use of the bonus). Flanders seems faithful to its reputation of business-

friendly spirit and administrative efficiency, but probably rather selective on economic 

level.   

Consequently, applications for Belgium will be selected for a specific Region. Unless 

exception and until further notice, a priority is given to Wallonia (South and French-

(and German) speaking part of Belgium), where the SPW (Service Public Wallonie) 

decides about professional cards. Wallonia “boarder” is a few kilometers only from 

Brussels and includes important business and English-speaking centers, such as 

Waterloo. 

In some specific cases arising from the center of interest of the activity you are willing 

to start, the file can be submitted in Flanders (North Belgium), in Dutch language. 

In both situations, a prior presentation of your case to the competent Agency for foreign 

investments (AWEX in Wallonia, FIT in Flanders – eventually SPRB in Brussels) will 

be carried out. 

Also, the following conditions might be of importance according to the practice of 

Belgian Authorities since 2015 (terms in italics below are more our job: we will develop 

these aspects in our presentation to the authorities): 

 

- you will hire one or several employees, even in part-time (Wallonia programs exist 

to subsidize your company for this, and to strongly decrease social contributions); 

- the project responds to an economic need; 

- it brings useful investments; 

- it has an economic impact on businesses in the Region; 

- it opens export possibilities; 

- the contemplated activity or specialization is innovative; 

- or the project can also be assessed in terms of social, cultural, artistic or sports 

value. 

People already holding a professional card must be particularly watchful to fulfill these 

conditions in order to obtain a renewal of their professional card. 

Should the case arise, if needed, we will propose you to incorporate the company with 

a EU citizen shareholder and (pro forma) manager, and to start running the company for 

a few months.  

This person can also be officially the shareholder, with a pledge agreement of the shares 

in your favor. 

It is also possible to buy an existing company; sometimes, we are able to propose you 

some shell companies, which allow you to gain time. 
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1.3. Your Belgian company 

 

Setting up a company is strongly recommended, except in very specific situations. The 

kind of activity of this company has no influence as long as your project is in link with 

your education and / or expertise, except specific activities having “bad reputation” such 

as small shops or restaurants.  

 

An SPRL (société privée à responsabilité limitée, or limited liability company) is a 

classical tool for foreigners who wish to obtain a professional card. Although its capital 

can be zero to start and is generally EUR 18,550 (the former standard legal amount), if 

you wish to obtain a professional card to manage your company, we strongly 

recommend you anticipate capital of EUR 200,000 (20% of which will actually be 

transferred the first year (EUR 40K3)). Nevertheless, in certain situations, a capital of 

50K can be sufficient (in this case the minimum transfer shall not be 20% but EUR 

12,600). This must be analysed case by case.  

Depending on the Region and on the case, other categories of companies can be set up, 

without need to transfer any capital, like SPRL-S (notary and additional accountant 

costs are needed), SCS (no notary nor additional accountant costs are needed). In this 

case, we draw up a project in which it is clearly stated that the partners promise to bring 

to the company, at least values equal to EUR 200,000. If possible, these values will be 

blocked on a special account at your name, in your country or in Belgium. 

In the event your application to professional card is denied, the company can be closed 

easily – if you will. 

First, the SPRL is incorporated through registration by a notary and publication in 

Moniteur Belge (Official Journal). To do so, a bank account must be opened with the 

capital amount (if needed) blocked, and the company must have an address for its head 

office (business center or actual office). 

Then, it must be registered with a central institution called Banque Carrefour des 

Entreprises through a Guichet d’entreprise (which will also issue the original 

professional card), as well as the VAT and social security administrations. It is strongly 

recommended that you appoint an accountant to carry out all accounting and tax 

obligations, as soon as your company is incorporated. 

Important: Your professional card is issued for a limited period of time, generally two 

years at first, and then it must be renewed. In view of this renewal, it is important that 

everything described in your application (actual activity, hiring of part-time employees, 

office, etc.) be actually carried out (by you or not, it can be someone else, this is not the 

problem – your physical presence is never an issue). 

A financial loss can always be explained and understood by the administration, but a 

dormant company can be an issue after two years. Generally speaking, “fake” projects 

for immigration purposes must be prohibited. 

The minimum running costs per month of your company are as follow: legal address 

(100 EUR), accountant (300 EUR), employees (+/- 1.500 EUR full time with special 

social programs such as ACTIVA and fortunately, your company can also apply to 

important and efficient subsidies programs to hire, in particular in Wallonia). 

Incorporation costs are 2.000 EUR including notary (if needed) and administration 

fees, + 900 EUR for an SPRL-S. There is no annual fee. 

 

                                                           
3 In case of bankruptcy, you might be obliged to pay the balance. 
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Finally we also have to manage the banks attitude, which can be sometimes less flexible 

than in the past towards foreigners, in particular since FATCA and other compliances 

rules were put in place, as well as Paris and Brussels events of course. The strategy can 

been summarized as follow: 
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1.4. Your professional card file 

 

On basis of questionnaires and documents you will have provided to us, we will submit 

an application for a professional card: 

 

 with the Belgian diplomatic or consular office in your country of residence if 

you live abroad; 

 with the business one-stop shop in Belgium of your choice, if you have a valid 

"certificate of registration model A" or a valid "certificate of registration of 

foreigners". 

The application will notably include the following4: 

 signed administrative form (see Appendix 2 – we fulfil it for you); 

 copy of the applicant’s passport (valid 15 months after application); 

 3 passport-size photographs; 

 criminal record / police clearance5; 

 detailed description of the project; 

 skills and experience of the applicant: curriculum vitae, certified copies of 

diplomas6 and any other relevant documents;  

 financial resources: last bank accounts, recommendation letters from banks, 

balances of owned or managed companies in home country; 

 market analysis; 

 business plan including an undertaking to hire at least one part-time employee 

as from the first year (cost of a part-time employee: approximately EUR 800 

per month); 

 contacts with business partners in home country and, if possible, in Belgium; 

 articles of association of the company in Belgium and the home country, as 

applicable (persons who manage or own a company can set up a subsidiary in 

Belgium); 

 proof of management ability; 

 business documentation relating to your company in the home country (if 

applicable), such as a website, brochures, etc. 

When submitting the file at an Embassy, it is possible (depending on the country) to 

also submit a request for D-type visa in the same time, but in fact in depends on the 

Embassy. This request for D-type visa requires the following documents: 

- the D-type visa form (see Appendix 5); 

- 4 passport-sized pictures; 

- legalized7 criminal record; 

- another medical certificate. 

                                                           
4  We provide a large part - see Appendix 4 

5 Nationwide (FBI) for US citizens. 
6 It is suitable that at least one applicant have a university diploma. 
7 Except for US citizens and some other countries. 
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If the application meets the required criteria, the Department of Economic 

Authorizations will issue the professional card. Although the standard validity of 

professional cards is five years, the first card is generally granted for a two-year 

probationary period. It can be renewed, upon request, for as long as you meet your 

regulatory obligations and the issuance criteria. 

 

 

Summary: the new path 

 

1. You date, sign and fill in the questionnaire (see appendix 4) and send it back to us 
as well as the fee retainer. 

2. If this is an option you chose, we set up a company with a EU-citizen/resident pro 
forma manager and you as non-resident co-director and / or a Belgian or EU 
shareholder with pledge on shares. The company starts running for a few months, 
during which you develop your contacts in Belgium. When the company runs, we start 
working on the professional card (PC) file while you gather official and 
personal documents. 

3. in some cases we can skip step 2 above, we start preparing the file on basis of 
provided information. Once ready, we submit it for a prior informal appreciation to AWEX 
or FIT. 

4. Then we send you the file for submitting it at the Embassy.  

5. The Embassy will send it within 5 days to the competent Regional Authority in 
Belgium. 

6. The Authority will analyse it and ask us additional information. Generally it can take 
around 5/6 months. 

7. When the Authority decides to grant the PC, our success fee is due. The Authority 
sends instructions to the Embassy to issue a visa D for you. When you go to the 
Embassy to pick it up, you can ask the same for your family. If they refuse (which is not 
often, rather rare) you will have to request a family grouping afterwards. 

8. You come in Belgium with your visa D, you pick up your PC, you find an 
accommodation so you have a rent contract (if the Embassy issued the visa D for the 
whole family, as it is generally the case, you will have to find an accommodation 
accordingly because this will be checked by the police, see below). You can of course 
also purchase a property. With these documents, plus your criminal record and health 
certificate, you can go to city hall for registration. You will receive a temporary residence 
permit. 

9. Within around 10 days, the police will visit you. Then you will have to confirm your 
registration at city hall (you will receive a temporary certificate). Finally, within 1 or 2 
months after this last visit, you can pick up your residence card. 
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2. Work permit and authorization to hire8 

2.1. Belgian work permit 

Once you have found a job with a Belgian employer, the work permit process is quicker 

than any other process, with a timeframe of approximately one month. 

This kind of visa can also be obtained if you decide to be an employee of your own 

company. Nevertheless, it requires you to be an employee and to meet a number of 

requirements, depending on the case, and an employment contract will of course give 

rise to social charges. Typically, for a gross salary of EUR 5,000 (the standard minimum 

in the most common situation, i.e. high-level executives), the cost to the employer will 

be approximately EUR 7,250, while the net salary you bring home will be 

approximately EUR 3,250, depending on your situation. However, there are means to 

strongly decrease theses costs, in particular during the first years, thanks to a special 

taxation regime for foreigners. 

Belgian employers must apply for a work permit for foreign nationals who are not 

exempt from the work permit obligation. 

They must submit their application before the foreign national arrives in Belgium.  

In principle, the work permit will only be issued if an alternative candidate who fulfils 

the job criteria cannot be found in Belgium, even with appropriate vocational training, 

within a reasonable timeframe. 

A foreigner who obtains a work permit will then be able to apply for a visa to enter 

Belgium to work for the employer applicant for the term of validity of the work permit. 

There are two main situations in which an employer has to apply for a work permit and 

a worker may be granted a type-B work permit: 

 The employment concerns one of the “special categories”, notably highly-

qualified employees or executives, or technical experts; or 

 The employment concerns occupations for which a lack of skilled and qualified 

employees has been recognized, which can be taken by a foreign national of 

one of the new EU member states or a foreign national with long-term residency 

in Belgium. 

The request must be submitted to the relevant Ministry of the Region where the work 

will be carried out. 

Documents to be provided depend on the situation, but always include a copy of the 

applicant’s passport, diplomas, curriculum vitae, a special medical certificate, 

sometimes a criminal record, and a draft special employment contract for foreigners and 

forms to be completed for social security. 

 

  

                                                           
8 The following information relates to the “type-B work permit”, the most common authorization used by 

persons wishing to immigrate to Belgium. It is valid for a specific employer and duration (to be renewed if 

necessary). 

http://www.brussels.irisnet.be/working-and-doing-business/working/working-as-a-foreign-national/type-b-work-permit-and-employment-permit/exemptions-from-the-work-permit-obligation
http://www.brussels.irisnet.be/working-and-doing-business/working/working-as-a-foreign-national/type-b-work-permit-and-employment-permit/#special-categories
http://www.brussels.irisnet.be/working-and-doing-business/working/working-as-a-foreign-national/type-b-work-permit-and-employment-permit/#shortfall
http://www.brussels.irisnet.be/working-and-doing-business/working/working-as-a-foreign-national/type-b-work-permit-and-employment-permit/#shortfall
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2.2. European blue card 

The Blue Card is an EU-wide permit allowing high skilled non-EU citizens to work and 

live in any countries of the European Union – excluding Denmark, Ireland and the 

United Kingdom.  

The main object of Council Directive 2009/50/EC of 25 May 2009 on the conditions of 

entry and residence of third country nationals for the purposes of highly qualified 

employment is to improve the European Union’s ability to attract highly qualified 

workers from third countries, to simplify the admission procedures and to encourage 

geographic mobility within the European Union for those ones who have been granted 

a blue card. The Directive applies to highly qualified third country nationals looking for 

a Member State for the purpose of employment, as well as to their family members. 

The Directive has been implemented in Belgium on 10 September 2012. The European 

Blue Card may be issued to highly skilled non-EEA employees allowing them to work 

and reside in Belgium. 

This new and unique residence permit exempts highly skilled non-EEA employees from 

the obligation to have a work permit in order to work in Belgium. However, during the 

first two years the European Blue Card can be issued after the Belgian employer first 

obtains a provisional work permit from the competent regional government being valid 

for 90 days. Thereafter, the European Blue Card will be delivered if all conditions are 

fulfilled. The Card is issued for 13 months and may be renewed for 3 years. 

Conditions 

The applicant must have: 

- an employment contract of indeterminate duration or longer than a year; 

- an annual gross wage of minimum 49.995 EUR; 

- a valid travel document; 

- proof of health insurance; 

- documents establishing the applicant’s higher professional qualifications (education 

having lasted at least three years). 

 

The European Blue Card exists alongside the work permit type B and the additional 

residence permit. 

 

To obtain a residence permit for family members may be easier and quicker in case of 

the employee previously worked in another EU member state with a European Blue 

Card. Under certain conditions, those years may be taken into consideration to obtain a 

permanent residence permit in Belgium. 
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Advantages: 

 

- holders of the EU Blue Card can apply for permanent residence status; 

- mobility within the Member States of the European Union; 

- the income of the Card holder is higher than the one for the work permit type B; 

- family reunification is allowed for spouses, unmarried partners and minor children. 

 

 

2.3. The Experimental Hybrid Option: Send Yourself to Work in Belgium  

 
Over the past few months, we have been experimenting with a third option: send 

yourself to Belgium from a company abroad.  

 

The gist is that you obtain a work permit through a non-Belgian company on the basis 

of exploring the market.  

 

And yes, the company that sends you to Belgium can be your own company.  

 

You will need a lawyer in Belgium to act as your “social representative”. And you will 

also need to have at least one other person listed as a shareholder in this parent company. 

This creates a viable work contract, as you will be reporting back to that person.  

 

The potential benefit of this path is that it can be faster than setting up a company in 

Belgium to gain the Professional Card—a process that can take up to a year. It only 

takes about 2-3 months to obtain a traditional Work Permit—either through a Belgian 

company that employs you or through this hybrid way of being sent to Belgium by a 

foreign company.  

 

To pursue the Work Permit path you will need to have a guaranteed salary of at least 

EUR 50,000 a year.  

 

This may be a good tax path as well: unlike setting up your own Belgian company under 

the Professional Card scheme, your home company is not liable for Belgian social 

contributions.  

 

And if you have only residency (no citizenship) intentions, then we can set up a special 

tax regime based on the fact that you officially spend all your time abroad, even if you 

are a resident.  

 

In this case, employee taxes and social contributions can be near zero as well.  

 

This is still an exploratory avenue, although in just the past few weeks Emmanuel has 

had a good rate of success walking people through it. Talk to him about whether this 

path may be right for you. 
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3. Residency – Family – Social Security 

 

The right to become a resident in Belgium (first on a temporary basis, of course) is 

almost automatic upon the issuance of the above-mentioned permits. 

 

The right of residency will generally have a duration limited to the duration of the work 

permit, the professional card or the wealth card, which can of course be renewed. In 

principle, the residence authorization will also be renewed until an unlimited permit to 

stay in Belgium (model C or D) can be obtained (generally after 5 years of residency, 

depending on the type of residence card). Once the Ministry will have confirmed that 

they agree to issue the professional card or the work permit, you will be able to pick up 

the type-D visa at the Embassy. When this visa is issued, the professional card is 

available at a guichet d’entreprises (cost to pick it up: EUR 180). 

When you arrive in Belgium with your type-D visa, if you wish to become a resident, 

you must: 

- have a personal address, by renting or purchasing a house or an apartment (cost: 

approximately EUR 500/month minimum); 

- take proof of this address (rental contract or purchase deed) to the relevant city 

hall, with your professional card and your ID as well as a new medical 

certificate and a criminal record, for registration; 

- agree to a short visit from the police, around 10 days after your registration at 

city hall; 

- pick up your residence permit, between one week and two months after the 

police visit, depending on the city. 

This first residence permit (CIRE model A) will give you the right to travel in Schengen 

States for short stays (max. 90 days). As far as your family members are concerned 

(spouse and children only), you will have to request a visa for them. The following 

documents must be provided: 

- valid national passport (validity 15 months after application); 

- certified true copy of the birth certificates of the spouse and children (with an 

apostille, if necessary, and dated within the last six months), translated into 

French or Dutch; 

- marriage certificate for the spouse with an apostille (dated within the last six 

months), translated; 

- proof that the principal visa applicant is authorized to reside in Belgium (copy 

of work permit or professional card); 

- nationwide criminal history record. 

In order to be covered by social security (which is mandatory), self-employed persons 

must register at a social fund affiliated with INASTI (UCM, Partena, Acerta, etc.). The 

minimum fee for this fund is approximately EUR 250/month (for persons with very low 

or no income), and can equal up to approximately 20% of revenue. 

Employees are registered for social security through their employers. In both cases, you 

will also have to sign up for a mutuelle (Partenamut, Euromut, Mutualité chrétienne, 

etc.) to obtain medical cover, which requires you to hold an SIS card. 

The minimum costs arising from legal constraints of residency are, per year and 

for one person: accommodation (6.000 EUR), social contributions (3.000 EUR). 

http://www.diplobel.us/FAQ/Legalizations.asp
http://www.fbi.gov/hq/cjisd/fprequest.htm
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4. Belgian citizenship 

 

The act of 4 December 2012 “modifying the Belgian Nationality Code in order to make 

the acquisition of Belgian nationality neutral with regard to immigration” was published 

in the Belgian Official Journal on 14 December 2012. It entered into force on 1st January 

2013.  

First of all, to apply for naturalization or a declaration of nationality, foreigners must, at 

the time of filing or declaration, have legal authorization to reside in Belgium and they 

must have established their main residence there for an uninterrupted period of time.  

Economic and social integration criteria are now imposed and the knowledge of one of 

the national languages is generally required.  

The two major means of acquiring nationality, naturalization and declaration, continue 

to exist, but their requirements have changed.  

When speaking of Belgian citizenship, we can divide the subject within two main 

branches, one of which is the attribution of nationality and the other is the acquisition 

of nationality, depending on the fact that the person is respectively either a child under 

the age of 18 or an adult. 

 

Attribution of nationality 

The attribution of nationality is the process following which a child will be recognized 

as a Belgian citizen because of his parent’s nationality or his place of birth. In that case 

the nationality is granted either automatically or upon statement.  

When born in Belgium, the child will be granted Belgian citizenship if one the following 

situation is met: 

 One of the parents is a Belgian citizen; 

 

 The child has been adopted by a Belgian citizen; 

 

 Both his parents are foreigners but one of them was born in Belgium and had 

his legal residency in Belgium for at least five years during the 10 years that 

preceded the birth; 

 

 Both his parents are foreigners but the parents had their legal residency in 

Belgium for at least ten years. They must submit a joint statement to the Civil 

Registrar before the child’s 12th birthday. At least one of the parents must have 

a permanent resident permit; 

 

 Both his parents are foreigners but the child is a stateless person; 

 

When born abroad, a child will be granted Belgian nationality if one of the following 

criteria is met: 

 One of his parents is a Belgian citizen and was born in Belgium; 
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 The child has been adopted by a Belgian citizen and doesn’t own another 

nationality; 

 

 One of his parents is a Belgian citizen but wasn’t born in Belgium. In that case, 

one of the parents must request the nationality for his child through a statement 

submitted to the competent administrative authority within 5 years following 

the birth;  

 

 The child whose parents acquire the nationality through statement, if he has 

his legal residency in Belgium at that time and if he is under the custody of 

this parents. 

 

Acquisition of nationality  

The acquisition of nationality is the process following which an adult will be recognized 

as a Belgian citizen, after having submitted an application. 

This category can itself be divided into two deferent ways of acquiring citizenship: 

declaration and naturalization. 

Naturalization must be seen as an extraordinary procedure. It can be sought by persons 

of legal age who are residing legally in Belgium and have “proven” or can “prove 

exceptional merits to Belgium” in the scientific, athletic or sociocultural fields.  

An explanation of “why it is nearly impossible to obtain Belgian nationality by 

declaration” should also be provided.  

Naturalization can also be requested by persons of legal age who have the status of 

stateless persons in Belgium and who have resided legally in Belgium for at least two 

years.  

Integration into Belgian society and knowledge of a national language will be important 

in the decision to grant or refuse naturalization made by the House of Representatives. 

Declaration (or statement) refers to wide possibilities offered to foreigners of legal age 

to be recognized as Belgian citizens. 

These possibilities are the following: 

 If born in Belgium: legal residence in Belgium since bbirth; 

 If married to a Belgian national: legal residence in Belgium for five years, 

average knowledge of one of the three national languages, social integration, 

matrimonial home in Belgium for at least three years; 

 For parents of a minor child: legal residence in Belgium for 5 years, average 

knowledge of one of the three national languages and social integration. 

 In case of legal residence in Belgium for five years: average knowledge of one 

of the three national languages, social integration (Belgian diploma, at least 400 

hours of vocational training, integration course or proof the person has worked 

uninterruptedly during the last five years), “economic participation” 

(employment during at least 468 working days over the last five years or 

payment of social contributions as a self-employed person for at least six 

quarters over the last five years); 

 In case of legal residence in Belgium for five years and inability to hold a job 

or carry on an economic activity because of a handicap or disability, or 

attainment of pensionable age; 
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 In case of legal residence in Belgium for ten years: average knowledge of one 

of the three national languages and participation “in the life of the host 

community”. 

 

What you must know about citizenship and residency: 

- As in any highly developed country, a minimum of social and actual integration 

is required to obtain citizenship, as well as a reasonable presence in the country 

(royal decree of 14 January 2013), even too strong requirements on this level or 

refusals on this basis shall be challenged according to article 19 of the Law of 

15 December 1980. 

- However, the law provides only objective criteria which are not so difficult to 

reach if you seriously follow one of the tracks mentioned in this memorandum. 

- More than anything else, you must keep your registration at city hall and avoid 

to be removed from their registries; according to article 19 of the Law of 15 

December 1980, we suggest you to avoid to remain out of Belgium more than 

12 months; at least a short visit in Belgium is always useful. The very best 

solution is to maintain at least a stay every three months.  

- If possible, transfer some assets in the country. 

 

5. Tax issues 

 

(i) General principles 

 

In order to ovoid double taxation, Belgium has reached a number of double taxation 

treaties (including Hong Kong); one of them probably binds Belgium with your country.  

It raises from treaties that the income earned from a liberal profession or from any 

activity as an independent, will be taxed in the State in which they were generated. 

That’s the basic rule. Only your Belgian income will, at last, be taxed in Belgium. 

As a result, even though independent ought to declare their income to the tax 

administration of their country of residence, the income won’t be taxed in this country, 

unless it is also where they were generated through a permanent establishment. 

States shall make an appropriate adjustment amount of tax that has been charged on 

those income to the extent necessary to eliminate the double taxation of those income. 

If a resident earns income which must be taxed by another State than the State of 

residence, the latter grant a deduction of an amount equal to the tax on income already 

paid (charging) or exempt from tax such income (exemption). 

 

Your Belgian company will in most cases be taxed on profits (if any) at the theoretic 

flat rate of 33%, actual rate being 25%. But it is possible to deduct many business 

expenses before determining the taxable profit. In addition, “notional interests” enable 

companies to deduct 4% of the value of net assets. 

Taxable income by the State in which they are generated are those attributable to a 

permanent establishment situated therein. 
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The concept of permanent establishment means a fixed place of business through which 

an independent carries all or part of its business, likewise a place of management or an 

office. 

 

Employees are, generally speaking, under the 183-day rule according which:  if a 

resident of a State stays in another State for a period exceeding 183 days in a twelve 

month period (commencing or ending in the fiscal year concerned), salaries are not 

taxable by the State of residence. In that case income will be taxed by the State where 

the employee stays or, if different, the State where the employment is exercised.  

If not the case, income will be taxed by the State of residence. 

It should be clarified that the concept of “resident” means any person who, under the 

Laws of a State, is liable to tax therein by reason of his domicile, residence, place of 

management or any other criterion of a similar nature. 

It happens that multiple States can be regarded as State of resident. In those cases, the 

concept means the State where the person has a permanent home available. 

 

(ii) Specificities 

 

There are also a set of mechanisms which, individually or combined, can bring real tax 

contribution in Belgium near to zero. Belgium is a tax heaven according to the EU 

Commission (see our article on HG.org)… for initiated persons. 

 

1. The notional interest deduction regime (NID) 

 

The notional interest deduction regime, also known as "deduction for risk capital", 

allows all companies subject to the Belgian corporate tax to deduct from their taxable 

income a fictional interest (actually of 1.13 to 1.63 %.) applied on the equity of the 

company; the more the equity is important, the more the deduction will be. 

 

2. Double taxation treaties – the Hong Kong path 

 

Belgium signed a double taxation agreement with Hong Kong in 2003. This agreement, 

that some analysts call ‘the double non-taxation” agreement, represents an interesting 

road for tax exemption purposes, by allowing companies to benefit from the combined 

effect of low or absence of taxation in both Hong Kong and Belgium, and thus, almost 

completely avoid taxation. This is especially relevant for dividends and interests. 

 

3. Patent and Research & Development tax incents 

 

When Belgian companies are engaged in the research & development sector, they may 

benefit from deductions for investments in research and development, exemption from 

professional withholding tax of 75% for researchers and a deduction of 80% for patent 

income. 

 

4. The “ruling excess profit” (REP) 

 

The "ruling excess profit" mechanism allows companies to obtain a permanent tax 

exemption for the share of their profits that does not result in an economic activity 
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actually carried out in Belgium, but of the importation into Belgium of profits made in 

other countries. 

 

In early January 2016, however, the European Commission deemed this system contrary 

to European rules on state aid. Since the Belgian government appealed this decision, the 

future of this mechanism remains linked to the European Union Court of Justice’s 

decision, yet to come. 

 

5. Special tax regime for foreigners – Non-resident tax status  

 

This special tax regime allows foreign employees to pay taxes only on the portion of 

remuneration received while living in Belgium. Through this loophole, you will be 

considered by the tax administration as a non-resident, even if you are actually a 

resident.  

 

6. Effective corporate tax rate 

 

Belgian companies are, in principle, taxed on any profits at the theoretic flat rate of 33%. 

However, when its annual income does not exceed € 322,500, the reduced rate of 24,25 

% for the tranche from 0 à 25 000 € is applicable; moreover, with all the deductions, the 

effective rate of corporate tax in Belgium is no more than 23%. 

 

7. No capital gain taxation 

 

Classically, a Belgian taxpayer owner of a multinational who sells the company’s shares 

is not liable for any tax on the sale value. 

 

Even though a “speculation tax” of a 33% rate has recently been introduced, two 

situations remains excluded from the speculation tax: capital gains realized in the 

context of a professional activity, resulting in a taxable professional income in the hands 

of the beneficiary; capital gains realized as a result of the transfer of quoted shares, 

options, warrants or other quoted financial instruments solely pursuant to the issuer’s 

initiative, and where no choice was available for the taxpayer. 
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Appendix 1 

Overview
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Immigration to Belgium: why? 

 
 
 
 

 The easiest and cheapest European country for residence and citizenship 

 Centrally located  

(London 2h, Paris 1h30, Germany 1h30, Luxemburg 2h, Amsterdam 2h) 

 No taxes on capital and capital gain 

 Citizenship allows to travel without visa in a lot of countries 

 Multicultural environment with lot of expats (NATO, EU, etc) 

 High human development level (17th at UNDP before UK and France) 

 Business friendly 
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Immigration to Belgium: how ? 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Citizenship requires 5 years of residency 

 
Residency requires registration at city hall  

 

 
Registration requires an address (rent contract or title deed) and: 

 
- Either a professional card 

(setting up of a small company generally needed – most classical way); 
 

- or a work permit (work contract needed) 
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Appendix 2 

Professional card application form 
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Appendix 3 

Special medical certificate for foreign workers 
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Appendix 4 

Preliminary questionnaire and documents to provide 
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LEXIAL 
 
BELGIAN PROFESSIONAL CARD 
FIRST INFORMATION FORM 
CONFIDENTIAL 
 
 
BY SIGNING THIS DOCUMENT, YOU: 

- INSTRUCT US TO OPEN YOUR FILE; 
- COMMIT TO PAY THE RETAINER; 

- AKNOWLEDGE RECEIPT OF OUR GENERAL CONDITIONS (WWW.LEXIAL.EU) OR SPECIFIC 
CONDITIONS PROPOSED TO YOU AND ACCEPT THEM, IN PARTICULAR THAT RETAINERS ARE 
NOT REFUNDED IN CASE OF CANCELLATION; 

- CONFIRM THAT YOU HAVE READ AND UNDERSTOOD ALL INFORMATION INCLUDED IN OUR 
LEAFLET “BELGIAN BUSINESS IMMIGRATION” PUBLISHED AT THE TIME OF SIGNATURE. 

 
 

FULL NAME: ___________________________________  
 
 
E-MAIL: ________________________ 
 

1. Amount of capital to be invested in the company : 

2. Percentage of capital for each shareholder (mention names of shareholders): 

3. Citizenship of shareholders: 

4. Activity to be carried out by the company: 

5. Citizenship of professional card requestors (to be the manager of the company): 

6. Are you ready to set up the company before requesting the professional card, with an EU manager until 
you obtain the card, if necessary ? 

7. Are you willing to buy a property ? 

8. Current professional activity and incomes of the professional card requestors and of the shareholders: 

9. Country from where transfer of capital and payment of fees and costs will be made: 

10. Legal address of professional card requestor: 

11. Date and place of birth of professional card requestor: 

12. Estimate of level of wealth of professional card requestor: 

http://www.lexial.eu/
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13. Name wished for the Belgian company: 

14. Would you like to group with other partners (whom you may not know but are our clients) in a company in 
order to save money for example on running costs? 

15. Do you already have contacts in Belgium ? in EU ? 

 

Date and signature: 
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PROFESSIONAL CARD FILE 

 Documents mentioned in italics to be provided by Lexial 
 

 Other documents to be provided by you 
 

 

 Cover letter explaining and describing in deep the project, including a list of attachments; 

 3 forms to be signed by the client. 

I. Attachments about the requestor: 
 

1. Passport copy of the applicant (validity 15 months); 

2. 3 passport-size pictures; 

3. Criminal record; 

4. Special medical certificate for foreign workers (if needed); 

5. Skills and experience of the applicant: curriculum vitae, certified copies of diplomas, any 
other relevant document; 

6. Proof of ability to management; 

7. Financial capacity: last bank account statements, recommendation letters from banks, 
balances of owned or managed companies in origin country. 

 
 

II. Attachments about the company: 
 

1. Business plan including undertake to hire at least a part-time employee during the first 
year (cost of a part-time employee: around 800/month); 

2. Contacts, recommendation letters with business partners in origin country and if 
possible in Belgium; 

3. Articles of association of the company in Belgium and in origin country, should the case 
arise (persons who manage or possess a company can set up a subsidiary in Belgium); 

4. Website print, brochure… 
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Appendix 5 

Visa D application form 
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Appendix 6 

10 goods reasons to invest in Belgium 
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Appendix 7 

One of the most useful residency programs in Europe 
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